
Flow cytometry is a workhorse technology in cellular microbiology which would

benefit greatly from the miniaturization offered by microfluidics. However, the

technique is inherently 3-dimensional and so translating it to the planar architecture

common in microfluidic devices is a challenge.

Typically scattered laser light is detected opposite to the excitation path. Whereas

fluorescence and highly scattered light is detected orthogonally to both laser and

fluid flow. In this study we examine ways of incorporating flow cytometry optics into a

single plane. We use optical fibers embedded in a PDMS chip to deliver the laser

excitation to and recover fluorescence signals from a fluid channel.

We examine three methods to assist in-plane fluorescence detection:

1) We use lenses molded into the chip to enhance the collection angle

2) We use gelatin filled channels to act as custom waveguides

3) We examine the effect of off-axis collection in angled channels to reduce the

extent to which laser light swamps the fluorescence signal.
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We tested incorporation of cylindrical lens structures to enhance light coupling into

multimode fibers. Fiber-insertion channels were arranged at right angles to the fluid

channels with cylindrical lenses molded into the ends. An ABCD-matrix model of the

lens system was optimized using simulated annealing to maximize acceptance

angle. The microscope image (figure 3) shows some of the lens structures

examined.

However, as figure 4 shows, more complex lens structures resulted in less overall

fluorescence signal when compared with bare fiber. Micro-bubbles in PDMS coupled

with undercutting and roughness of original SU-8 mold surfaces mean scattering

losses overpower any gains from focussing. The SEM (figure 5) clearly shows the

rippled edges of the lenses. This could probably be improved with a more precise

mask for the SU-8 exposure step.

Incorporating Lens Structures

To construct our microfluidic devices

we used a simple photolithographic

and molding technique outlined in the

figure to the right. We used 21G

syringe needles to introduce fluids

through ports molded directly into the

PDMS chip in step 4. Optical fibers

were inserted into additional channels,

molded in the same process, to couple

light into and out of the chips.

This method allows a variety of

designs to be tested and modified very

rapidly. In these experiments we use a

simple -channel structure.

In these tests we filled the fluid

channels with a solution of the laser

dye Pyridine 2 in DMSO. This emits a

strong f luorescence centered

approximately at 700nm and is readily

excited by the 488nm Ar-ion laser-line.

We detected the fluorescent light with

a Ocean Optics S4000 spectrometer.

The chip designs used in these

experiments are shown in figures 1 &

2. The channels for fiber insertion

extend all the way to the edge of the

chip. The fiber channels were 300

microns wide to allow insertion of the

fibers after the chip is sealed. The

channels contain “grippers” at the

ends to precisely locate the fiber tip.

�

Structures & Experiments

UV

2: 35mm negative used as contact mask for exposure of SU-8

1: Design photographed on high resolution 35mm film

3: SU-8 developed to produce relief pattern of design

4: Silgard 184 PDMS poured over mold and cured at 100C

5: PDMS chip released from mold

6: Thin top layer of PDMS bonded by exposure to oxygen plasma

Figure 3: Microscope image of lens structures with fiber in place. Red channel at the top is
filled with pyridine 2 solution.

Pyridine filled channel

PDMS lens structures

Channels for optical fibers

Multimode fiber

Gelatin Waveguides
Another approach increase the collected amount of fluorescent light from the liquid

channel, optical wave-guiding is investigated. PDMS itself has however a quite high

refractive index (1.43 for Sylgard 184), so finding a suitable candidate is not trivial.

We experiment with gelatin. Gelatin has an index of around 1.50 (depending on

composition) and has high transparency across the visible spectrum. Solid gelatin

was dissolved in boiling water (concentration 80g/L) and injected directly into the

fiber-inlet-channels. The spectrum was collected with a bare multi-mode fiber (100

micron core) inserted at the end of the gelatin waveguide.

The peak value of the fluorescence was measured for the fiber placed at varying

distance from the liquid channel. The value was compared with that obtained for an

air-filled channel. As figure 6 shows, introduction of Gelatin as a waveguiding

material shows clear improvement inn the amount of overall collected light. Most

importantly the amount of light collected is increased by a factor of around 10 in the

long distances (over 4-8mm). This makes it much easier to interface the chip to the

outside world and removes constraints on the positioning of the measurement point

within the structure.

We have examined several approaches for coupling fluorescent light out of planar

microfluidic flow cytometers. While molded lenses yielded disappointing results, the

use of gelatin waveguides shows promise. Our next step is to examine if we can

control the optical properties of gelatin more precisely and if we can ensure its long-

term stability within the chip. Gelatin presents several problems in terms of its

hygroscopicity and we will examine other high refractive index polymers. However,

gelatin has the benefit of being easy to handle and inexpensive.

As well as examining injected polymer waveguides we will be examining the

possibility of directly altering the refractive index of the PDMS.

Conclusions & future work

Angled Collection Fibers
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Figure 4: SEM image of one of the lens structures. Vertical rippling of the lens surface can clearly
be seen. This is an artifact of the SU-8 development process and is faithfully reproduced in the PDMS..

Figure1 : Chip layout for angled fiber measurements.
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One of the main challenges in using fibers for optical excitation and detection is the

coupling of the laser light into the pick-up-fiber. Even with filtering, a lot of 488nm light

is still detected. While not a problem on a spectrometer, it completely drowns the

fluorescence signal on a PMT. It is therefore of interest to investigate possibilities to

minimize the amount of scattered laser-light detected. Collecting light off-axis of the

incoming fiber is investigated in a structure with angled fiber channels (figure 1). The

laser is coupled into the chip in a SM fiber, via the perpendicular channels, while the

scattered and fluorescent light is picked up with a MM fiber in the angled channels

ranging from 0 to 45 degrees (from the optical axis).

The investigations show that there is a strong dependence of fluorescent and laser

line intensity on the angles. However, while the fluorescent intensity drops three-fold

from 0 to 18 degree (figure 7), the laser light intensity drops more than ten-fold over

the same range (figure 8). The laser peaks are obtained by strongly attuning the laser

so that the spectrometer does not saturate. From the two measurements it is clear

that there is a obvious trade-off angle around 13 degree where the laser is strongly

reduced, while the fluorescence is still quite intense.
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Figure 6: Comparison of fluorescence signal intensity between gelatin-waveguided
collection and simple fiber insertion.

Figure 7 : Fluorescent spectra from angled channel measurements

Figure 8 : Laser spectra from angled channel measurements

Figure 2 : Chip layout for lenses and gelatin waveguides
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Figure 5: Fluorescence spectra obtained through lens systems
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